A Message from the NERM 2022 Leadership Team
Welcome to Rochester, New York and to the 43rd Northeast Regional Meeting of the American Chemical Society, also
known as NERM 2022!
NERM will feature nearly 700 oral and poster presentations highlighting scientific advances in areas as diverse as
synthesis, sustainability, energy generation and storage, optoelectronics and sensing, manufacturing, polymer science, and
biological & medicinal chemistry. Also well represented are the traditional fields of organic, inorganic, physical, and
analytical chemistry. In short, if you identify as a chemist or materials scientist, NERM 2022 has you covered!
In our Expo Hall you will find dozens of exhibitors, representing companies, colleges, and universities. Poster sessions
and coffee breaks are planned for the exposition, so you will have plenty of opportunity to interact with the exhibitors.
Please plan to take some time to visit with these excellent companies and higher education representatives.
NERM 2022 has great programming for secondary, post-secondary, and graduate educators with special poster sessions
and workshops. NERM will kick-off with a large Undergraduate and Educational Program event on Sunday October 2nd
that includes workshops for secondary educators and an evening undergraduate poster session. At the Awards Dinner on
Monday night, we will celebrate the presentation of the Northeast Regional High School Teacher Award.
We have an array of special events, including a National Historic Chemical Landmark dedication that honors George
Eastman and the Eastman Kodak Company. Complimentary bus service to this Monday evening event is available to
facilitate access to Kodak for this unique recognition ceremony. On Tuesday evening, we will be honoring Professor
Wilfred van der Donk with the Harrison Howe Award, after which he will present a talk about some of his
groundbreaking research. Also, get to know the ACS Board of Directors at the Governance breakfast.
In addition, there are events planned by the Younger Chemists Committee and Women Chemists Committee that are sure
to provide valuable networking opportunities. With NERM 2022, we have tried to bring the grandeur of an ACS National
Meeting feel to the regional grassroots members of the Society. Our goal is to leave you “wanting more” and plant a seed
for attending future, great Regional Meetings.
Importantly, NERM2022 would not be happening without the hard work of a fantastic, dedicated organizing committee
that included volunteers from all around the northeast region. In that regard, NERM2022 is truly a regional meeting, one
that has been built from the input of many regional representatives. Thank you to all of you!
It is our hope that you find NERM 2022 to be an opportunity to enjoy great science, meet new people, engage with
exhibitors and supporters, and experience a time with us that is both a productive and rewarding experience. We trust that
this regional meeting will expand your minds and your networks.
So, relax, enjoy, and celebrate chemistry. Welcome to NERM 2022!
Mark Heitz, General Chair and Treasurer
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October 2, 2022

Greetings to members of the American Chemical Society:

As Mayor of the City of Rochester, New York, it is an honor to
welcome you, the members of the American Chemical Society, to
your 43rd Northeast Regional Meeting (NERM22) and to our
fabulous city from October 2–5, 2022. We are so pleased that you will be our guests and
that you will also bring your energy to our city.
You are certain to have a memorable time at the conference, providing a time to network
with other professionals, to share cutting-edge advances in the chemical/biochemical
sciences and to collaborate with outstanding colleagues. I also laud the Rochester Section
for bringing this conference to our community.
We are proud to host such a prestigious gathering of top scientists.
In between conference sessions, take some time to visit our one-of-a-kind museums, such
as the Rochester Museum and Science Center, Memorial Art Gallery, George Eastman
House Museum and the Strong National Museum of Play. Or you may wish to take a walk
along our marked “Underground Railroad” trail. If time allows, enjoy a night of theater at
the Rochester Broadway Theater League or GEVA Theatre or attend a concert at
Eastman Theater.
I extend my heartiest welcome to Rochester and my best wishes. Enjoy the cultural,
historical, and natural beauty of our community.
Best wishes,

Malik D. Evans
Mayor

Phone: (585) 428-7045

Fax: (585) 428-6059

TTY: (585) 428-6054

EEO/ADA Employer

The 43rd Northeast Regional Meeting (NERM2022) of the American Chemical
Society (ACS) will be held from October 2 through October 5, 2022 at the Joseph
A. Floreano Rochester Riverside Convention Center; The ACS Rochester
Section, which encompasses Monroe County and its five surrounding counties,
will host this prestigious gathering of chemists and scientists; and
WHEREAS:
Rochester welcomes this cadre of more than 500 attendees, primarily scientists
from academia, government and industry, who will arrive from Maine, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut and New York; The conference is held
every year, but at different locations in the Northeast; It was last held in
Rochester in 2012; Events such as NERM elevate the city's profile among
scientists, working professionals and the public; NERM creates pride in
Rochester and its place in industrial and academic endeavors and ultimately
contributes to the standard of living throughout the region; and
WHEREAS:
“Focusing on the Future of Chemistry” is the theme for the 2022 meeting; Over
this four-day event, attendees will share information about the latest advances in
chemistry with fellow chemists and scientists and connect with leaders in the
field; ACS readily embraces the importance of supporting students who enter the
field of chemistry, as well as recognizing outstanding high school chemistry
teachers; Events include lectures from distinguished speakers, awards,
workshops, poster sessions, social events and an exposition of companies and
vendors; and
The American Chemical Society (ACS) is the world’s largest scientific society
WHEREAS:
and one of the world’s leading sources of authoritative scientific information; A
nonprofit organization, chartered by Congress, ACS is at the forefront of the
evolving worldwide chemistry enterprise and the premier professional home for
chemists, chemical engineers and related professions around the globe; and
WHEREAS:
The City of Rochester welcomes all those in attendance at NERM2022. Our
community is honored to host the ACS scientists and chemists whose presence
brings a special synergy and forward thinking to our region. A special welcome
also goes to ACS 2022 president, Angela Wilson, who will preside and speak
about ACS’s Core Value of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Respect (DEIR) at
the NERM2022 Awards Dinner.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Malik D. Evans, Mayor of the City of Rochester, New York, do hereby
proclaim October 2—5, 2022 to be at time to recognize the 43rd Northeast Regional Meeting of the:
WHEREAS:

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand on this 2nd day of October in the year 2022.
Signed:

Mayor, Rochester, New York

Proclamation
Office of Monroe County Executive Adam J. Bello
WHEREAS, as early as 815 AD, individuals began experimenting with rudimentary theories
relevant to chemistry, though modern chemistry has it roots in the late 17 th century with
scientists like Robert Boyle, however, many argue it wasn’t until 1787 when Antoine Lavoisier
penned the book, Elements of Chemistry, compiling the first complete list of known elements,
that modern chemistry was born, and
WHEREAS, since the earliest days of chemistry, the field has grown significantly with chemists
responsible for some of the greatest discoveries and inventions of our modern era; we have
chemists to thank for everything from isolating caffeine and keeping us awake in the morning,
to the invention of vaccinations by Louis Pasteur, allowing modern scientists to work with
unparalleled speed to create a COVID-19 vaccination that has saved countless lives; and
WHEREAS, science and chemistry is not an isolated field, it is through the sharing and
debating of ideas, that the scientific community is able to make monumental advancements,
that is why conferences like the Northeast Regional Meeting (NERM) of the American Chemical
Society, where scientists of all levels of education can gather to discuss research and learn
together are so critically important; and
WHEREAS, conferences like NERM help prepare the next generation of chemists – providing
them the opportunity to share research, receive critical feedback, and mature in their
discipline; it supports science educators and chemists working in private industry to learn
about the latest advance and connect with leaders in the field; and
WHEREAS, the residents of Monroe County, are grateful to be able to host a meeting of our
region’s scientific minds; as they gather together for four days in the heart of our downtown,
we know that the knowledge that is shared today will benefit us all tomorrow.

Now Therefore, I, Adam J. Bello, Monroe County Executive, do hereby proclaim
October 2-5, 2022 to be a time to recognize:

43rd NORTHEAST REGIONAL MEETING OF THE
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
in Monroe County and gratefully thank the Rochester Section for hosting this event.
Signed on this Second day of September in the year Two Thousand and Twenty-One

_______________________________

Adam J. Bello
Monroe County Executive

